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1. Furnaces with Mechanical Stirrers—O'Ham Furnace.—This is the oldest mechanical furnace, and it hears a great resemblance to the old-fashioned reverhcratory furnace. It has two superposed hearths, in each of which the arch is very low, so as to confine the heat close to the ore. An endless chain, set in motion by suitable machinery, passes through the furnace, resting on the upper hearth, and returns along the lower hearth. Attached to the chain at proper intervals are iron frames of a triangular shape ; on these frames are a number of ploughs or hoes set at an angle, so that one-set of hoes turns the ore to the centre, and the next set turns it in an opposite direction towards the walls. The ploughs thus stir the ore thoroughly, and at the same time move it gradually towards the lire. The ore falls from the upper to the lower hearth by gravity, and similarly falls from the lower hearth into a pit when it arrives at the hottest place in the furnace.
One of the chief causes of diilictilty and expense in working furnaces with mechanical stirring apparatus is that the iron hoes gradually become heated, and they are then rapidly corroded by the sulphur in the ore. in hand stirring the rabbling tool is withdrawn as soon as it is hot. and allowed to cool, while another is substituted for it meanwhile, thus prolonging its life. In furnaces with mechanical rabbles the trouble and expense caused by the wealing of the hoes were verv great until the device was adopted of placing the moving parts of the mechanism outside, the ore-hearth witli the stirring hoes passing through n slot in the furnace wall. This de-vice is used in some of the furnaces described below. In the Edwards and Alert on furnaces, described below, pp. -(.M and 21*7, which have displaced all other furnaces at Kalgoorlie, the rabbles are water-cooled.
M(icUoif(/(tlli IIci'rt'N/t.offi H n/f/<', (UK/ Kntitx-Klt'in'f/i'u /'V/vwms1.1 These I'uinaces have from »> to 8 circular superimposed hearths, the ore bein<j; dried on the top lloor and roasted on the lower floors. Tin* ore1 is stirred by radial arms carrying teeth, the arms being moved bv a rotating central sha.lt to which they are attached. The furnaces are made hot and in many cases subsequently work without luel other than the sulphur in the ore, reducing the sulphur in concentrate at Buffo to about -1 to l> per cent. They are not used in roasting gold ores.
Peam- Turret Furnace. This consists of an ordinary reverheratory hearth built in an annular form (see Fig. i:>2). In tin* centre of the circular space surrounded by the hearth is a vertical iron column carrying four hollow horizontal arms projecting through a, slot into the reverberatory hearth which they cross transversely. The. column revolves and the arms cany rabble blades which traverse the. hearth, stirring the ore and moving it round the circle by degrees. "Air is forced through the. hollow arms and is discharged against the rabble blades, performing the double, duty of cooling the iron work and of furnishing heated air for the oxidation of the ore." The ore is discharged automatically alter passing once round the furnace. Two or more fireplaces are used. The hearth is f>, 7, or cS feet wide, and is now sometimes built in two and even six floors, one above the oilier. Moreover, the top of the arch is sometimes used us a drying hearth. An improvement on the air blast for cooling the rabble arms consists in supplying them with water-jackets, by which their life is lengthened, the air being let in through.
1 "Notes on the Metallurgy of Copper of Montana," by II. (>. II of man. Trims, Amur. f-nxt. Mntf. JK-nt/., 1903, 34, 270-2K2; Gowland, A'tw-AVr/'ow* Mrtnl*, pp. IKKW.

